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Play with fire!

Due to lack of physical 
movenments, intense 
gamers decline health 
mentally and physically
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Play with fire! CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

INTENSE
GAMERS

MENTAL &
 PHYSICAL HEALTH

GAME
EXPERIENCE

PRODUCT

Interaction & Communication

Motivation

Which user group have the highest rate of 
addiction due to intense gaming?

What is the average time intense gamers play per 
each day?

Which platform do intense gamers prefer? and 
Why?

Was there any social issues for intense gamers 
that lead to intense gaming?

Unstressful & Fun

What is the most common type of mental 
issues do intense gamers have?

What is the most commin type of physical 
issues do intense gamers have?

How often do intense gamers socially commu-
nicate with others?

Before playing game, do intense gamers do 
warm-up for better gaming experience?

Do they play the game more with peers or do they 
play alone for most of the time?

Which platform do gamers prefer? and Why

Is there any achievements when finishing the 
game or when do they stop playing the game?
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4.32 ounces

Adesso iMouse E10

$47
COST

FEATURE

FUNCTION

WEIGHT

SIZE

PLATFORM

Logitech G502 SmartFish ErgoMotion Keyboard Hand WarmerZippo Electric Handwarmer

$80 $45 $29 $10 per one

PC PC PC Multi-Use Multi-Use

45 degree angled
Additional Function Keys

Flexible Movement
Less Stress at Carpel Tunnel

Wired and Wireless
High Accuracy

Orgonomic Grip

Angled Keyboard 
High Travel buttons

10 hours of use
Compact

Ergonomic Shape
Battery

Portable

Customizable Control
Programmable Buttons

Customizable RGB Colors

Less Stress at Carpel
Tunnel

Wireless

Retains heat from coldRechargable
Consistant

4.75 x 1.13 x 2.50 inches 

5.3 pounds

5.85 x 8.55 x 6.00 inches

1.25 pounds

8.5 x 19.5 x 2.5 inches2.96 x 1.6 x 5.17 inches3 x 2.5 x 4.7 inches

4.75 pounds4.8 ounces
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FINAL TASK ANALYSISPlay with fire!
Pre-Operational

Operational

Post-Operational

*only one interviewee did wrist excersise before gamine

Turn on the computer Organize the desk area Type password to login Plug the Headset to PC

Open aim practicing game

Check the sensitivity of the mouse Close aim practicing game Log in to game Check the graphic settings

Check for online friends Group up with online friends

Play the game

Press multiple keyboard buttons with left hand

Click the left button of the mouse several times

Press the play buttonChat with online friends

Open Internet Web Browser

Search for video of wrist excercise Follow the instruction of wrist excersise Turn off the video

Move the mouse using wrist to aim with right hand Turn on handwarmer function from the mouse

Turn off handwarmer function when not needed

Games ends Repeat

Play solo que

Turn off the game Close all the tabs in PCHandwarmer turned off automatically

Unplug the headset from PC Shut down the computer END

Clean the keyboard and mouse with wiper
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FEATURES FUNCTION BENEFITS ULTIMATE BENEFITS

Moduler Design

Wireless Technology

Adjustability in 
arc and length

Battery Operated

Rubber

Heat Sync Fan

Lasor Sensor

Vibrator

RGB LED lights

Rubber glued cutting lines Water-resistant Protects from accidental splash Safe and Relief 

Emits light Indicates specific function Gaming Emotion

Haptic Feedback Instant action Dynamic gaming experience

Adjustable Sensitivity Customizable gaming sense Precise and accurate

Reduces Temperature Balance heat from overheating Increases Perfomance

Comfortable grip or resting Low pressure to hold or put Premium feel

Independent power source Limited Recharging Reliable and trusted

No wired connection needed to
operate

Control the product

Better Organization in desk area

Better physical response

Greater Freemdom

Secure Financial Ability

Flexibility in Control Customizable gaming posture New Gaming Experience



CONCEPT WRITE-UPPlay with fire!

Context.
With the advancement of technology, gaming has become more fun, came in to variety of platform such as PC, console and smartphone, and 
has become a social norm to the young generation. In PC gaming, the biggest platform for gaming, the most needed equipment along with the 
computer is the monitor, keyboard, mouse, desk and chair. As gaming has become more accessible to users through the personal computer, 
more people replaced their hobbies or interest with playing games, which has caused long hours of sitting down, staring at the monitor, and 
using the wrist to control the gaming with keyboard and mouse.

Problem / Challenge
However, the overuse of keyboard and mouse has led to a decline in health physically, specifically in wrists. There have been to solutions to this 
problem, but they were purposeful in short-term, like taking exercise by watching a video, using ergonomic mouse and keyboard which has 
certain angle, but isn’t useful in gaming, or going to hospital for treatment. Intense PC gamers are also aware of hurting their wrist, such as the 
carpel tunnel syndrome, but most ignore the outcome of pain until they realized it is too late. When gamers play, they should be emotionally 
relaxed and enjoy full gaming experience. 

Technology
Smartphone manufacturers and some of sportswear brands has already made use of force sensing technology. In the case of Apple’s iPhone, 
force sensors are integrated into the back light of the display. With pressure, microscopic changes between the cover glass and back light are 
measured, which combined with the touch sensor, it provides accurate pressure response. This technology can be implemented on PC 
accessories to detect the pressure player put to enhance the skills in gamin and minimize the physical difficulties of playing for too long.  
Wireless technology is a common technology in PC. Bluetooth has been the mainstream wireless tool to connect the keyboard and mouse. 
While gamers prefer wired accessories, the flexibility of wireless controller to play games can be the solution for context’s problems. 

Solution
Through the task analysis, one crucial key opportunity is that intense gamers usually do warm-up exercise to reduce the pain in wrist. For the 
solution, a product that can work as simple warm-up device which can also be a controller but at the same time enhancing the gamers skills 
can be a perfect gaming controller. In warm-up exercise gamers mostly stretch their wrist simultaneously and, stretch their fingers back and 
forth. If the controller contains two parts wired with a resistance band, they can use the controller to stretch their wrist and fingers before they 
play, which replaces the step of watching the video in task analysis. Moreover, the controller can implement force sensing technology. This 
technology will sense the force of your strength when you do the resistance stretch and then adapt the sensitivity of the controller according to 
the stress applied. Also, players can repeat the procedures while waiting for next game and after they finish to relax their wrist. A controller that 
can solve wrist problems such as carpel tunnel syndrome while also enhancing the skill in games is the perfect controller for intense gamers. 



FINAL PRODUCT EXPERIENCE
STORY BOARD - PROBLEMPlay with fire!

Fellix Lengyel is a 22 years old 
professional Overwatch gamer 
playing for Dallas Fuel in 
Overwatch League. Fellix has big 
group of fans as he is also famous 
for streaming his gaming skills in 
competitive mode in Overwatch.

Fellix has to train with his team for 
5 hours per day at training center...

while he also plays another 5 hours of his 
stream when he gets back home.

He enjoys his professional gaming life, however he has 
few problems that effects his career.

As he stresses his wrists on keyboard and 
mouse for long time, his hands get cold 
due to low blood pressure. Cold hands result in less flexibility, which means worse 

performance when playing games.

Fellix depends in hand warmers to keep 
his fingures warm to prevent cold hands...

however, the cost of hand warmers are 
not cheap and hand warmers are not 
reusable and unreliable.

Fellix feels worried about the hand 
warmer he has to pay everytime he plays 
and he is afriad that hand warmers are 
not enough to keep his consistant form.

What shall I do with this
problem??



Play with fire!
FINAL PRODUCT EXPERIENCE
STORY BOARD - SOLUTION

His skills have dramatically improved, gained 
consistancy in winning and have been promoted to 
higher rank...

...at the same time gaining more streaming 
viewers and sponsers due to perfect tracking 
and aim.  

Fellix is suprised that a mouse can warm 
the hand with a click of a button!

Playing and practicing for few hours, Fellix has already forgotten that he needs 
to use hand warmers at all while improving his gaming sense!

OMG!!! a mouse that warms
 my hands??

Fellix also customizes the FURY‛s palm area for most confortable grip.

With outstanding performance helped by the OUTRAGE 
gaming mouse, Fellix and his team wins the Overwatch 
Leauge!!!

FURY is a gaming mouse that warms the 
gamers‛ figures and palm that is powered 
through PC‛s power.

Additionally, you can customize the length 
and the height of the palm area to support 
gamers‛ palm.

There is a dedicated button to do the 
warming function while also controlling the 
warmness of the warmer.

While practicing for a game, he turns on the hand 
warmer function by touching the heat icon for 3 
seconds to turn on the handwarmer.
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Description of Human Subjects (your users)

The user for the product that I will design are the intense gamers who tend to play long hours of games 
with little mobility. The age ranges between teenagers to late 30s who have experienced the technology 
and internet boom. Moreover, since the online gaming became the one of the biggest entertainment, 
professional gamers have emerged who are also influencing the players to play more games. 

Research Topics and General Research Questions List

Intense Gamers
-  Which user group have the highest rate of addiction due to intense gaming?
Finding which user groups’ age play intense gaming identify the market and thier preferences.

-  What is the average time intense gamers play per each day?
Gain information and data conerning long term gamin effect for physical or mental health issue

-  Which platform do intense gamers prefer? and Why?
Knowing the platform leads to different problems and require different research area.

-  Were there any social issues for intense gamers that lead to intense gaming?
Knowing the social issues for intense gamers can see why they are playing a lot of game and possible 
solutions could be found.

Game Experience
-  Do they play the game more with peers or do they play alone for most of the time?
New type of solutions or better solutions could be found by identifying this questions

-  Which platform do gamers prefer? and Why 
Knowing the platform leads to different problems and require different research area.

-  Are there any achievements when finishing the game or when do they stop playing the game?
Can incooperate the solutions with 3rd party or mainstream gaming companies.

Mental and Physical Health
-  What is the most common type of mental issues do intense gamers have?
Gathering data of mental issues can open the door of specific solution or combination of multiple 
solutions.

-  What is the most common type of physical issues do intense gamers have?
Gathering data of physical  issues can open the door of specific solution or combination of multiple 
solutions.

-  How often do intense gamers socially communicate with others?
Mental health related question that identifies the level of social skills of the players.

-  Before playing game, do intense gamers do warm-up for better gaming experience?
Important step of observing what intense gamers do before gaming.

Research Methods 

Observation
In observation, there will be two observation strategy that I am going to use. The first strategy is 
through watching games played by streamers from Youtube or Twitch, an online streaming service. As 
they meet the criteria as being “intense gamers”, playing several hours and sitting for a long time, I 
could collect a lot of data. There are few numbers of online streamers such as, Seagull, Gladele and 
TimTheTatMan who turns on their webcam to show how they control their gaming controller or to 
communicate with their fans. 

The second observation will be based on one or few of my friend, who loves gaming. I will request him 
for taking a video for few hours as well as observing him playing and to take notes.

Equipments:
· Smartphone (video recording and image capturing )
· Pen and notebook
· Computer and screen recording application. 

Interview Guide
I am willing to ask the following questions (script):

Thank you for allowing me to interview with you concerning the experience of long gaming. These data 
will help me a lot.

How many hours do you play games in a week?
Why do you like gaming so much?
What game do you usually play the most?
Do you do any activity before gaming?
Do you use specific type of keyboard or mouse? Does it improve your skills?
Do you manage any adjustment to your playing area? Etc. setting the desk height or chair?
Do you feel any inconvenience when playing for too long?
How do you feel about using ergonomic keyboard or mouse? (showing the picture)
Are you willing to use new type of controller if it solved the inconvenience? Why?
If you have identifiedm what actions or gestures do you do while playing?
Do you do any activity after playing game?

Again, thank you very much for the interview. This interview will be used only in school.
May I use your information such as, date of birth, current job, gender and your real name?
Have a wonderful day!

End of script

Equipments:
· Smartphone (video recording, image capturing and voice memo),
· Pen and notebook
· Computer and screen recording application.
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Research Schedule

* The date of interviewing pro gamers may change.

2/12 2/13 2/14 2/15 2/16 2/17 2/18 2/19 2/20 2/21 2/22 2/23

Observation

Days

Interview

Idea Sketching

Documentation

3 days
Watching Streams

(Jjonak, Calvin)
Watching Youtube
(Multiple Streamer)

Observing intense
gamer play

6 days

10 days

12 days

Interview with
intense gamer

Video calling other
intense gamer

Voice chat with
intense gamer

Interview with
Pro Gamer

Interview with
Streamer

Interview with
intense gamer

Sketch ideation
after observation

Document sketch ideation of observation Document sketch ideation of interview Summing up problems and possible solution through 
research and design sketching

Sketch ideation
after observation

Sketch ideation
after observation

Ideation after
video calling

Ideation after
voice chat

Ideation after
interview

Ideation sketching after gathering
all data from observation / interview
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Lorem ipsum

OBSERVATION
In observation, I have observed 3 famous streamers from Twitch, 5 Youtube videos from 
professional players playing at the league. I have particulary observed on what they do 
before the game, the gestures they do when controlling their mouse and any other specific 
movements players do when play the game.

Streamers: AimbotCalvin (Jack Ngyeun)
Streamers: Carpe (Jay Hyeok Lee)
      XQC (Felix Lengyel)

Youtube Video Clips: Overwatch League
Youtube Video Clips: League of Legends
Youtube Video Clips: CS:GO

INTERVIEW
In interview, I have contacted 3 of my friends who are intense gamers. While two of them is 
in the U.S. Brian Bradely and June Jang, the last friend, Seung-yol Cho is in South Korea. I 
have interviewed him with through voice calling and followed the interview guide. Finally, I 
have reached to RYUJEHONG (Ryu Je Hong), a professional player in the Overwatch 
League, and received response by email.
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Amateur Gamers

Brian Bradley           
Seung Yol Cho
June Jang

Gaming Streamers

AimbotCalvin
Carpe
XQC

Professional Gamers

Ryujehong
Surefour
Seagull
Jake
Shadowburn

Game

CS:G0       
League of Legend
Call of Duty

Overwatch
Overwatch
Fornite

Overwatch
Battleground
Overatch
Fortnite
Overwatch

Avg. hours of gaming per day

5 hours  (Student)   
3 hours  (Un-employed, Part-time job)
3 hours  (Student)

12 hours
8 hours
10 hours

14 hours
12 hours
10 hours
12 hours
9 hours
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AMATUER GAMERS

Brian Bradley (Face-to-face Interview)
- “my shoulders starts to ache after few hours of gaming”
- “Depends in situations but mostly play 5 hours of gaming everday
- “I use wireless mouse because I need to take to school for studying”
- “need keyboard or mouse that is adjustable to myself”

Seung Yol Cho (Voice callingInterview)
- “mostly go to PC Bang (LAN Gaming Center) to play game”
- “use Steel Series gaming mouse. Good grip for a mouse is very important when playing.”
- “before playing game I tend to do simple excercise”
- “always use wired gaming mouse, very accurate and precise”
- “As long as the mouse has good grip, their are no improvement needed”

June Jang (Face-to-face Interview)
- “play Call of Duty mostly everyday before sleeping”
- “I get eye congestion after playing game”
- “my wrist wrest aches when playing for more than 3 hours”
- “uses laptop with wireless mouse that came with the laptop (gaming laptop)”
- ”some type of glasses that could make eyes comfotable ”
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DATA INFERENCE (Amateur Gamers)

Amateur gamers tends to use free time to play game and all of them have different types of 
physical issues when playing game. Shoulder ache, Wrest pain, Eye congestions.

All of the interviewees use wired or wireless mouse for the controller even though 2/3 
interviewees uses laptop. While extra keyboard is unnecessary, when playing game, 
mouse is critical and needed.

Improvements deduced from Amateur gamers
- Good grip mouse for comfort.
- Having gaming aesthetics / DNA to the controller.
- Customizable controller that fits with gamers aesthetics
- Some sort of device that can also relieve eye congestions.
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GAMING STREAMERS

AimbotCalvin (Twitch Observation)
- Excercises wrist, neck and shoulders before gaming
- Uses slow sensitivity mouse when playing game. Uses big 10’ X 12’ mousepad.
- Moves the mouse widely.
- Uses wired mouse and wired keyboard.

Carpe (Twitch Observation)
- For better posture uses inclinable desk time to time.
- Uses fast sensitivity when play fast characters and low sensitivity when using precise aim.
(The mouse has extra button to adjust the sensitivity)
- Uses wireless gaming mouse. Has extra mouse when runs out of battery.

XQC (Twitch Observation)
- Uses hand warmer while playing game.
- Lowers the room temperature down to cool his PC.
- Uses wired mouse and keyboard.
- Moves his mouse widely using full mousepad.
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DATA INFERENCE (Gaming Streamers)

This demographic pays more attention to the game settings, sensitivity of the controller and 
desk setup whe playing game. They all use accessories that are related to “gaming 
device”. 

Through observation, the streamers tend to use wired gaming mouse that is customizable 
in terms of sensitivity, addtional functional buttons and color management. Having the 
gaming brand language and gaming function is critical to these users.

Improvements deduced from Gaming streamers
- Wired mouse over wireless moues.
- Mouse sensitivity that is right for users.
- Most of the gaming equipment streamers use have rgb lighting.
- Hand warmers that is used to warm hands in cold are used to warm gamers hand. 
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PROFESSIONAL GAMERS

Professional Gamers (Overwatch League observation)
- Most of the teams use hand warmers while playing game.
- Every professional gamers use different type of posture when playing game.
- All of the professional gamers use wired mouse.
- Most of dps players uses low mouse sensitivity. (moves the mouse a lot)
- Most of tank players uses high mouse sensitivity. (does not use the mouse a lot)
- Playing environment (Blizzard Arena) tends to be cold as their are running multiple PC.
- While the gaming machines (desktop, monitor, headphone) are the same, pro players bring 
and use their personal keyboard and mouse.

Ryujehong (Email and Voice Calling Interview)
- “play and practice the game everyday”
- ‘’before gaming, for warm-up I play rhythm game called “OSU” which practices wrist 
movement and also play “Aim Heros” that improves aim by mouse sensitivity.”
- “use hand warmer because my hands get cold when playing for long time. coaches 
recommend all of the players to use hand warmer when needed”
- ‘’when hands get cold, it is harder to aim.”
- “do not like to carry hand warmer that is extra to carry”
- “hard to find the right mouse before choosing the one I use right now”
- “always use wired mouse. Very important because the milli second response frome the 
mouse is very critical. Wireless mouse and keyboard lacks these features.”
- “mouse should be not too heavy but also not too light”
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DATA INFERENCE (Professional Gamers)

All professional players observed and interviewed use wired mouse and keyboard that has 
not lag or so response type when it is used. Moreover, pro players tend to carry hand 
warmer as their hand gets cold due to low blood pressure and long use of wrist and hands. 
Integration of hand warmer to the mouse can solve the low blood pressure on their hands 
while minimizing the extra purchase of hand warmer. 

Ryujehong have stressed that the weight and size of a mouse are critical for use. The 
weight and size of the mouse can alter the performance of gaming. Designing mouse that 
is comfortable and balanced in weight for smooth traction.

Improvements deduced from Gaming streamers
- Hand wamer integrated to the mouse.
- Size and weight exploration.
- Mouse that can be customizable to players.
- Touch scroller for finer design.
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HEIRARCHY OF NEEDS

- Hand Warmer integration to mouse.
- Wired gameing mouse over wireless mouse.
- Sensitivity control
- Customizable mouse.
- Heavier weight for balance when tracking
- Touch scrolling over physical scrolling
- Ergonomic grip
- RGB light
- Big and wide mousepad for better traction
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IDEATION SKETCHING   
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IDEATION SKETCHING - CUSTOMIZABLE KEYBOARD 1
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER1
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER2
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER3
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER4
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER5
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER6
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER7
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER8
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER9
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER10
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER11
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER12
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER13
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER14
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IDEATION SKETCHING - JOYSTICK MOUSE
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER+MOUSE1
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER+MOUSE2
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IDEATION SKETCHING - HANDWARMER+MOUSE2
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IDEATION SKETCHING - ADJUSTABLE MOUSE
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IDEATION SKETCHING - CUSTOMIZABLE MICE
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IDEATION SKETCHING - WIRELESS MOUSEPAD FOR GAMING MOUSE 1
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IDEATION SKETCHING - WIRELESS MOUSEPAD FOR GAMING MOUSE 2
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Year 1

PRODUCTS

TECHNOLOGY

RESEARCH

SOCIAL

PRO High-Mid Income
Hand warmer technology,
customizable mouse

Fully Wireless mouse good
as wired mouse, Smart mouse

Wireless only mouse and
wired only mouse

Expand (similar function, cheaper material)

Heating more efficiently (less energry)
Improvement in traction

Reward

Reward

Reward Amateur Low-Mid Income

Price $300

Hand Warmer

Heating pad

Motorized
mechanics

Bluetooth,
Infra-red,
NFC

Lazer traction
  technology Battery

Materials

Insulation

Wireless
Charging

AI Technology

Customizable

Wireless

accurate
traction

Efficient
Energy

Mid-tier , 
low tier mouse

Smart mouse

$100 ~ $200 $50 ~ $200 $300

Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

M
A
R
K
E
T

Heating technology that 
is can effectively and 
safely heat surfaces 
without melting or 
burning materials.

Wireless technology 
that can have better 
response time.

Newer material better 
for heating insulation 
and battery technology 
that produce less 
energy consumption

Users’ movement when 
tracking, how much 
users click per day and 
the estimated usage 
before unfunctional.

Changing the physical 
problem gamers used 
to have. (More gaming 
hours) 

More amateur gamers 
using the mouse. 
Expansion of gaming 
mouse market. 

Increase number of 
professional gamers 
while e-sport industry 
becomes larger.

Changing the gaming 
mouse industry. Smart 
mouse that is adjust 
the sensivity automati-
cally 
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Brand Essence
Precise and Furiosity
Precise: marked by exactness and accuracy of expression or detail.
Furiosity: the quality or state of being furious.

Brand Mission
The mission for this brand is to provide the best gaming devices for the optimal gaming experience to  
PC-gamers at both the professional amateur level. Moreover, by solving the problems that gamers’ need, we 
want to build the reputation of the best lifestyle brand in gaming community.

Brand Promise
To design gaming devices that never fail.

Brand Tagline
Play with Fire

Brand Mark
Concept logos:

Final Brand logo design:

Play with fire!
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Brand Color Strategy
The main colors strategy for this brand will consist of black and red. Black represents professionalism of gamers which express agressivness 
and power while red represents passion and warmness of the heating pad, which is one of the selling point for the brand.

Brand Form Language
The brand form language of Furious’ products will have agressive and muscular design language. Unlike other gaming mouse, the left and right 
click buttons will be seperated from palm arc, to emphasize the functionality of hand warming and adjustment of arc’s height and the length of 
the moues. The form will consist of both angular design to look agressive and curvilinear design for the ergonomics. Also, to match the identity 
of professional gaming mouse, the overall design will have sports car look to resemble precise tracking. 

#000000
Primary Color

#ED1C24
Secondary LED indication Color

#E6E7E8
Side Buttons, Functional Buttons

#58595B
Secondary Color

#BEBE9F
Primary LED indication Color
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ROUGH MODEL 1
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